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          Product:

PDFTron Web

Product Version:

8.7.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

I am running PDFTron with my custom UI. When I load a pdf with documentViewer.loadDocument() an iFrame gets appended to my body:


[image: image]
image924×354 77.4 KB



Deleting the iFrame does not impact the functionality.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

Set up a like described here:
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      PDFTron
  

  
    [image: ]

PDFTron Systems Inc. | Documentation


  World's #1 PDF SDK Library for Web, Mobile, Server, Desktop



  

  
    
    
  


  



and load a document.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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      GitHub
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GitHub - PDFTron/webviewer-custom-ui: Demonstrates how to get started with...


  Demonstrates how to get started with making your own UI - GitHub - PDFTron/webviewer-custom-ui: Demonstrates how to get started with making your own UI
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Key Features for Cross-Platform (Core) PDF Library - PDFNet Advanced Feature Add-ons -  WebPublisher Add-on
	Decrypt & read a PDF document on Cross-Platform (Core) - About reading a secured document
	Code samples to redact PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Code samples to create / generate PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class PDFDoc - InitSecurityHandler()
	Class PDFNet - AddPDFTronCustomHandler(Int32)
	Class PDF2HtmlReflowParagraphsModule

Forums:	Auto focus on the pdf document
	I need to add a picture to the document by coordinates
	Annotations not properly exported
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          Hello jherbe,

Each time you call loadDocument() does it append an iFrame? or are you curious why the iFrame is being added?

Tyler Gordon

Web Development Support Engineer

PDFTron

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Purpose of the iframe within the webviewer iframe
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          Hi Tyler,

thanks for your response!

The iFrame is only attached the first time loadDocument is called. I am curious if this is needed or if I can get rid of it.

Cheers!
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          Hello jherbe,

If you notice no changes with the custom UI when removing it, it should be okay to remove. You can read more about WebViewer’s iframe here: PDFTron Systems Inc. | Documentation

Best regards,

Tyler Gordon

Web Development Support Engineer

PDFTron
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          Okay. I was wondering if this might be a bug, when using core only.
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          Some clarification here. This iframe is used for running embedded JavaScript that is inside some PDF files. It will be added regardless of whether you’re using the default WebViewer UI or WebViewer without an iframe. To clarify, this is not a bug.

Here is some more information about embedded JavaScript and how to disable it https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/web/guides/forms/embedded-js/
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          Hi Matt,

thank you for the input! Makes sense.

Cheers,

j
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